A simple system for
detecting and measuring
gas voids in safety-related
fluid systems
Over the past 20 years there have a number of instances where nuclear
power plant operators have discovered gas voids—typically air but occasionally
other gases such as undissolved hydrogen— in fluid systems whose function is
important to reactor safety. These systems have included emergency core
cooling systems, decay heat removal systems, and containment spray
systems. A new gas void detection system addresses these issues.
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occupied by a void, rather than the fact of its
existence is of interest, since it is the volume
of a void—the void area times the pipe length
over which it may exist—that can threaten the
operability of a downstream pump, or can
generate an unacceptably large water
hammer.

Detailed description
Linewatch is simply installed on the outside of
existing piping and can be configured for 3 to
8 measurement points. Each measurement
point consists of a rugged transducer
mounting assembly and two ultrasonic
transducers mounted vertically, as shown in
Figure 3. When a void is detected, the system
Figure 2: Void fraction with circular cross section vs. height of water column
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Figure 3: A Linewatch measurement point

value of sound velocity to become stale. The
vulnerable segments of the monitored
systems may be insulated or not—practice
varies from plant to plant. In any case the
stagnant liquid in them tends to reach a
temperature in equilibrium with the
surroundings. The performance described
below assumes an ambient temperature
change, after a void has formed, from 100 °F
to 130 °F (considered a reasonable bound for
the rooms in which the monitored systems
are installed).
Figure 5 shows the uncertainty in void area

Figure 4: System configuration

fraction based on the assumptions listed
above, as a function of the water level that
defines the void. The figure applies to line
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sizes from 4 inches up. It will be seen that the
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the received signal quality. The allowance is

potential errors are below 6%, an amount that

bottom transducer (so as to measure the net

considered conservative.

would allow the setting of practical limits on
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void formation. Errors are substantially
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transmissions that determine non-fluid delay

smaller—less than 2% if the allowable void

the pipe after the formation of the void.

when the pipe is full are used to determine

fraction is 0.2 or less.

These parameters are determined as follows:

the sound velocity of the liquid in the pipe.

1. The internal pipe diameter is input by the

The uncertainties due to these time

Conclusion

user. The performance figures given below

measurements are captured in (2) above.
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them). Thus changes in temperature after a

(pulse-echo) transit time measurements from

void has been formed may cause the retained

which it determines the non-fluid delays.
These delays are insensitive to ambient and
fluid temperatures, so that, after a void forms,
the delays measured when the pipe was full
may be used to determine the net round trip
transit time in the remaining liquid. After a void
forms, the accuracy of the liquid height
measurement is a function of the accuracy of
the total time measurement as well as the
accuracy of the non-fluid delays computed
from the transit times when the pipe was full.
The performance figures quoted below are
based on an uncertainty of 100 nanoseconds
for each time measurement, whether before
void formation, for the computation of nonfluid delays, or after, for the measurement of
liquid height. The time measurement
uncertainty is affected primarily by the

Figure 5: Void area fraction uncertainty

Refer en ces a v ai l a b l e o n r eq u est.

